
Prepositions                   Предлоги 

about - о, об 

before - перед, до 

above - над, свыше 

behind - позади, за 

across - через, поперек 

below -ниже. под 

along - вдоль 

beside - рядом, близкр,около 

around - вокруг 

at - в., у. на 

between - между 

beyond - вне, сверх, выше 

over - через, сверх 

round - вокруг 

by - у, около (творительный падеж) 

since - с, начиная с 

through - сквозь, через, из-за 

for - для 

from -из, от, с 

till - до 



from … ti11 - от … до 

to - к, в 

from … till - от … до (дательный падеж) 

in front of - перед 

towards - по направлению к 

instead of - вместо 

inside - внутри 

under - под, при, по 

in to - по направлению к 

until - до 

into - в, во (внутрь) 

with - с, со 

of - родительный падеж 

within - в пределах, внутри 

on - на, в 

out of - вне, из 

without - без (пространства) 

 

 

 

 



Prepositions of place and direction 

AT (в каком-то месте): at the airport; at the train station; at the bank;  at the 

office; at work; at home; at school; at the university; at the tennis club. at a 

library; at a hospital; at a newspaper; at a plant; at a restaurant;  

AT (у, около какого-то места): at the traffic lights; at the bank; at the school; 

at the church;at the bus stop; at the corner of the street; at the door;  

AT (на каком-то уровне или расстоянии): at the top of the list; at the bottom 

of the page; at the end of the list; at the beginning of the book; at the end of 

the chapter; at the end of the street; at the top of the mountain; at the bottom 

of the sea; at sea level; at a height of 25 meters; at a distance of 200 meters.  

AT (на каком-то мероприятии):  at a concert; at a party; at a meeting; at a 

conference; at a football game; at the movies; at the cinema; at the theater;  

at the opera; at dinner; at lunch. 

IN (в каком-то месте, внутри): in this box; in your bag; in my pocket; in her 

hand; in the desk drawer; in the living room; in the corner of the room; in the 

kitchen; in the hall; in the closet; in the car.  

IN: in an armchair; in the park; in the garden;  in the field; in the sky; in the 

air; in the trees; in the woods; in the river. 

IN: in a large house; in a small apartment; in a large city; in the center of the 

city; in a small town; in the country; in a village; in Paris; in London; in 

England; in the United States; in the North; in the South.  

ON – (на поверхности чего-то; на чем-то) 

on the table; on the shelf; on the windowsill; on the floor; on the wall; on the 

sofa; on the bed; on a chair; on a bench; on a stool; on his face; on his head; 

on his feet; on her shoulders; on your coat; on the water; on the roof;   on 

trees; on a small island ;on the left; on the right; on the corner of the street; 

on the third floor; on the train; on the plane; on a bicycle; on the bus. 

on TV; on the radio; on the telephone; on the Internet. 

INSIDE (внутри): inside this box; inside the house; inside the circle. 



OUTSIDE (снаружи): outside the house.; outside the door. 

BY (около, возле, у): by the window; by the door; by the car; by the table;   

by his bed; by the river. 

BY (мимо, но близко к): by the post office; by the bank; by the church 

BESIDE (возле, около, рядом с): beside me; beside his bed; beside the door; 

beside the plate. 

NEAR (около, близко к, но чуть-чуть дальше, чем by, beside): near the door; 

near the window; near the stage; near the lake; near the river; near a nice 

park; near the subway station; near the school. 

NEXT TO (рядом с, по соседству с, следующий в ряду): next to the bank; 

next to the drugstore; next to the gas station; next to our house; next to me;  

AGAINST (у, прислоняясь к; обо что-то): against the wall; against the 

window.  

BELOW (под, ниже по уровню): below the horizon; below sea level; below 

zero; below average; below the norm; below the surface; the rooms below us; 

the text below.  

UNDER (под, прямо под, под поверхностью, под покрытием): under the 

table; under the chair; under the roof; under the sky; under the floor; under 

the carpet; under the bed; under the pillow; under the blanket; under the 

bridge; under a tree; under water; under the surface; under the skin; dark 

circles under her eyes;  

ABOVE (над, выше по уровню): above the horizon; above sea level; above 

zero; above average; above the piano; above us; the text above; the sky 

above.  

OVER (над, прямо над, над поверхностью): over your head; over the city; 

over the mountains; over our house; over the city; over the fields; over the 

lake; over the ocean.  

IN FRONT OF (перед, впереди): in front of the house; in front of the 

building;is in front of the garage; in front of me. 



BEHIND (позади, за): behind the house; behind  that building; behind a tree; 

behind me. 

OPPOSITE (напротив): opposite the post office; opposite yours; opposite me. 

TO (к, по направлению к, в): to the store; to the bank; to a restaurant; to the 

center; to the cinema; to the theater; to the party; to the kitchen; to the door; 

to the doctor; to the park; to the lake; to the sea; to the mountains 

TOWARD (по направлению к, в направлении к): toward that building; toward 

the river; toward the station; toward the center. 

INTO (в, вовнутрь): into the room; into the house; into the car; into trouble; 

into difficulties; into the water; into a large lake.  

OUT OF (наружу): out of the room; to go out of the building; out of the door; 

out of the window; out of the pocket; out of the cage. 

ACROSS (через, поперек; на другой стороне): across the river. He went 

across the street; across the park; across the bridge.  

AROUND (вокруг, кругом): around this house; around the world; around 

town; around the corner. 

PAST (мимо): past him; past the post office; past the bank; past the school. 

ALONG (вдоль): along the wall; along the road; along the street; along the 

river; along the coast; 

DOWN (вниз по; вдоль по; по ходу, по течению): down the stairs; to go 

down the hill; to go down the ladder. Go down this street and turn left 

UP (вверх по; в обратном направлении, против течения): up the stairs; up 

the hill; up the ladder.  

BETWEEN (между двумя): between the post office and the bookstore; 

between the table and the bookcase.  

AMONG (среди нескольких): among other books; among her friends ;among 

the guests; among the members of the family. 



Prepositions of time 

AT (в определенное, указанное время): at three o'clock; at 9:00 a.m.;         

at 10:00 p.m. at seven in the morning; at nine in the evening; at ten;               

at about five; at noon; at midnight; at the beginning of October; at the        

end of March; at the age of 15. 

AT (в основном, устойчивые выражения: в указанный момент или период 

времени): at present, at the present time; at the moment, at this moment;    

at the same time; at noon; at night; at dawn; at sunset; at first; at last;         

at the latest. 

IN (внутри, в пределах какого-то периода времени): in the morning; in the 

afternoon; in the evening; in winter; in spring; in summer; in autumn; in the 

fall; in the middle of June; in the future; in the present; in the past. 

IN (в таком-то месяце, году, веке): in May; in November; in 1985; in 1991;  

in 2007; in 2010; in the '60s; in the 1950s; in the twenties; in the 19th 

century. 

IN (через какое-то время в будущем времени): in a minute; in ten minutes; 

in an hour; in half an hour; in a day or two; in five days; in a week; in a month; 

in a year; in three years. 

ON (в такой-то день): on Monday; on Wednesday; on Sunday; on Christmas 

Day; on Friday morning; on Saturday night; on Thursday evening; on 

weekdays; on weekends. 

ON (указание даты; такого-то числа/дня): on June 1st; on January seventh; 

on the 10th of August; on the sixth of November; on December 3, 1985.  

FOR (в течение какого-то периода времени): for five minutes; for half an 

hour; for an hour; for three hours; for two days; for a week; for six months; for 

a year; for years; for a long time. 

SINCE (с какого-то времени до наст.вр.): since noon, since morning, since 

two o'clock;sick since yesterday; since Monday; since childhood; since 1998; 

since 2005; since last year. 



FROM ... TO (с ... до): Banks work from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. This bank is 

open from nine to five. He works from nine to six; from Monday to Friday. She 

was busy from two to four. He lived in Boston from 1980 to 1985. They live in 

their summer house from May to October. He was in college from 2003 to 2007. 

FROM ... TILL, FROM ... UNTIL (с...до, вплоть до): from 10:00 a.m. till/until 

5:00 p.m.;from nine till five. from nine till six; from nine until six; from morning 

till night; from ten in the morning till seven at night; from 1980 until 1985.; 

from May till October. 

WHILE (во время процесса действия): while we were watching TV; while she 

was listening to music; while he was sleeping; while they were eating lunch; 

while she was on vacation.  

DURING (во время чего-то): during the lesson; during the flight; during the 

concert; during lunch; during her vacation; during her trip to London; during 

the day; during the night; during the week; during the weekend. 

BEFORE (до): me before eleven o'clock; before dinner; before the concert; 

before his exam; before my trip; before he went home. 

AFTER (после): after six o'clock; after dinner; after the concert; after his 

exam; after work; after she finished her work. 

BY (до, не позднее): by nine o'clock; by Tuesday; by the first of June; by the 

end of the year. 

TILL (до, вплоть до): till 5:00; till seven o'clock; till ten; till 2005; till Friday; 

till tomorrow. 

UNTIL (до, вплоть до): until 5:00. ; until ten; until 2005; until Friday; until 

tomorrow; until dark. 

TILL, UNTIL (не ранее чем, только в): open until 10:00 a.m.; until ten; until 

2010;till today; till morning; till June; till evening 

 

 



Translate into English 

в аэропорту, на вокзале; в банке, в офисе; на работе;  дома; в школе, в 

университете, в теннисном клубе; 

в библиотеке; в больнице, в газете; на заводе; в ресторане;  

у банка; у школы; у церкви ;на углу улицы; у двери, у окна 

на вершине горы, на дне моря; на уровне моря; на высоте 25 метров; на 

расстоянии 200 метров.  

на концерте; на вечеринке; на конференции; на футболе;  в кино; в кино, 

в театре, в опере, на ужине, на обеде. 

на столе, на полке, на подоконнике, на полу; на стене; на диване, на 

кровати, на стуле, на скамейке, на табуретке; на крыше; слева; справа, на 

углу улицы.  

на поезде; на самолете; на велосипеде; на автобусе. 

по телевизору; по радио; по телефону.  

внутри этой коробки; внутри дома; внутри круга. 

вне дома; за дверью. 

у окна; у двери; у машины; за столом.  

мимо почты; мимо банка; мимо церкви.  

рядом со мной; рядом с его кроватью; у двери; возле тарелки. 

возле двери, возле окна, рядом со сценой; рядом с озером, возле реки, 

недалеко от прекрасного парка; недалеко от метро; недалеко от школы. 

рядом с банком; возле аптеки, рядом с заправкой; рядом с нашим домом.  

напротив стены; напротив окна; напротив дивана. 

ниже горизонта; ниже уровня моря; ниже нуля. 

под столом, под стулом; под крышей; под открытым небом; под полом; под 

ковром, под кроватью; под подушкой, под одеялом, под мостом, под 

деревом, под водой. 

над горизонтом; над уровнем моря, выше нуля; над фортепиано.  

над головой, над городом; над горами; над нашим домом; над полями, над 

озером, над океаном. 

 

 



Translate into Russian 

usually; regularly; often; frequently; sometimes; rarely; seldom; never; 

every day; every week; every month; every year; 

three times a day; twice a week;  

now; today; at the moment; at this moment; at present; at the present time; 

tomorrow; the day after tomorrow ,one of these days; 

next week; next month; next year; next Friday; next spring; next autumn; 

in a day or two; in a week; in a year; in five years; 

a week from now; a year from now; five years from now; 

soon; quite soon; sometime soon; sometime next week; 

yesterday; the day before yesterday; the other day; 

last week; last month; last year; last Monday; last winter; last summer; 

three years ago; a month ago; a week ago; an hour ago; ten minutes ago; 

two days later; a week later; a year later; five years later at two o'clock, in the 

morning, for thirty minutes 

in the morning; in the afternoon; in the evening; 

at noon; at night; at dawn; at midnight; after midnight; tonight; 

at eight o'clock; at eleven o'clock; at 9:15; at nine fifteen; at 10:30; at ten 

thirty; at 7:00 a.m.; at 10:00 p.m.; 

at nine in the morning; at three in the afternoon; at eight in the evening; at 

ten at night; 

during the day; during the night; during the week; during the weekend; 

for ten minutes; for half an hour; for an hour; for three hours; for a day or 

two; for six days; for a week; for two months; for a year; for fifteen years; 

on Sunday; on Friday; on Saturday; on Mondays; on weekdays; on weekends; 

in August; in January; in winter; in spring; in summer; in autumn / in the fall; 

 


